
BATTAGLIO 
BARBARESCO DOCG

This wine introduces a red granate colour. Ethereal perfume, intense with 
sign of tobacco, spice, red flowers with an evolution of the enormous 
“bouquet”. Fabulous the escalation of the feelings to the nose. Full taste, 
austere, elegant, of great body, it remembers the feelings previously 
analyzed.

FOOD MATCHES 
Complex dishes, red meats and seasoned cheeses.

From the climatic point of view the Langhes (Neive) possess optimal and 
exceptional climatic characteristics for the production of wines of high 
quality known all over the world. We can consider it an alternative 
among Langhe (Barolo zone) and Roero

WINE MAKING TECHNIQUE 
To be able to get a big Barbaresco, it is necessary an accurate choice of 
the grapes. These arrive in the wine cellar in casses and they are picked 
from the bunch and pressed in the way softest possible. With the start of 
the alcoholic fermentation it also begins very important process of mac-
eration for the result of this wine for a period about 14-16 days, in order to 
get wines rich in colour and extract. 

This wine passes in barriques and in tonneaux where the malolattic 
fermentation will happen. Wine is decanted then with care and put 
again in the wood barrels in which it will stop for more than 2 years. In this 
period thanks to the beneficent effect of the wood it will round off that 
hard tannins and it will be ready to be bottled. Subsequently wine begins 
the second phase of refinement in bottle for about 6-8 months before its 
marketing.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
Grape Variety : 100% Nebbiolo

Alc :  14.5 %

Serving Temperature : 20 °C

TASTING NOTES

YOUR ONE STOP WINE SOLUTION


